STEM AND SO-CALLED ANTERIOR VERB FORMS
IN HAITIAN CREOLE1
Arthur K. Spears
1.0. Introduction
In a previous article, I stated that if one were to posit a general meaning for
the Haitian Creole (hereafter HC) stem verb (or predicate) form, that meaning
would specify that the
zero form signals reference to a situation pure and simple, with no further specification with
respect to TMA. In brief, the various meanings that the zero form may express are deter
mined by context (Spears 1990:139).

I stated also that stem forms are used to express present tense with stative verbs
and past tense with active verbs; but they are also used to express past tense with
stative verbs and present tense with active verbs. The following example illustrates
the latter case:
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1) Li pale franse.
'He speaks French.'

An additional point made is that stem forms occur optionally in subjunctive
mood contexts (Spears 1990:141). Much of that paper is concerned with demon
strating the existence of a subjunctive/indicative contrast, one which is considered
to be the result of internal change.
These claims concerning stem forms were intended to constitute a prelimi
nary step in understanding that form's meaning within the context of overall TMA
semantics in the HC verbal system. They are claims which result from looking at
the matter from a Jakobsonian approach - one in which the goal is to establish a
general meaning, a semantic statement which accounts for all contexts of occur
rence. Such an approach is a valuable heuristic, but one should not get stuck at
this stage of analysis.
There are, of course, problems with such approaches, one being non-iso
morphism in some cases between form and meaning. Meanings of forms change
over time, producing form/meaning relationships which are not one-to-one. Gen
eral meaning approaches may blot out exceptions and subpatterns which often
provide important clues related to social variation and language change. Thus, the
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HC non-punctual2 marker ap is non-punctual in non-futures; however, as a result
of various interaal changes in progress in the HC TMA system, it is also a future
marker. Morever, when ap signals future tense, it is unmarked with regard to
aspect.
In the case of HC, it is clear that present-stative/past non-stative hypotheses
on the meaning of zero forms, following the semantics of what has been referred
to as the classic creole TMA system, do not work. One fact, among several others,
makes any such claim impossible for HC: zero forms express habituality, present
and past tense. It has been suggested (Bickerton 1974:33) that "all-purpose stemform theories," akin to the one I proposed (Spears 1990), result from researchers
not realizing that preverbal markers are systematically deleted in certain environ
ments. HC's use of the stem form as the (quantitatively) primary means of signal
ing habitual aspect, however, makes this critique of all-purpose stem form the
ories irrelevant for HC. (Note that habitual stem forms do not occur in the dele
tion environments Bickerton listed.) Indeed, one could reasonably conclude that
the extreme scarcity of habituais in HC marked by the non-punctual ap suggests
that (as a non-future) it will eventually be used in progressive contexts alone, not
habitual ones.
In this article, I would like to look closely at additional facts concerning the
stem form and then determine the kind of meaning statement they point toward. I
will examine speech data from conversational texts of two types: one consists of
short exchanges from several interlocutors, i.e., interactive texts; the other, oneperson narratives. The examples and extended texts presented in this paper are
representative of what has been found in approximately three hours of recorded
conversations. This investigation, coupled with earlier work, leads to the claims of
this paper, which I will call collectively the Anti-Perfect Hypothesis:
(A) The HC stem is largely unmarked for TMA (Spears 1987, 1990). The two ex
ceptions are that the stem does not occur (a) in future contexts in independent
clauses, nor (b) in most progressive contexts.3
(B) The HC anterior marker te is best characterized not as an anterior tense mark
er, but as an ANTI-PERFECT marker. One of its primary discourse functions
is to clarify or specify temporal relationships. By ΑΝΤΙ-PERFECT is meant
that te functions not merely to mark a situation as past with respect to some
reference time, but has the more important function of negating that situa
tion's connection with the present (or some posterior reference time). In this
way, it has the opposite effect of perfects, which in most languages serve pri
marily to relate in various ways a situation to the present (or some posterior
reference time).
Te is better characterized as an anti-perfect for the following reasons:
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(A) Pasts and pluperfects are generally not marked, regardless of the stativity of
the predicate.
(B) Te certainly carries a logical impHcation of non-present (or posterior refer
ence time) in some cases, viz. with verbs of motion and location (e.g., viv 'live'
and rete 'stay'); and, in those cases where there is not strict implication, there is
often conversational implicature.
(C) One of the primary discourse functions of te is to clarify - not solely in those
instances in which confusion might well result, but also generally to assist the
hearer in processing a communication. This function exists, no doubt, because
of the relatively unrestricted semantic domain of the stem form.
(D) The stative-active contrast in HC is relevant only for the marking of nonpunctual aspect (in non-future contexts). Only active verbs can be so marked,
with one important exception: stative predicates marked by the non-punctual
ap (again, in non-future contexts) express a state which is in the process of be
ing realized. Thus,
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2) L ap rich.
'He is becoming rich.' (In other contexts, this example might mean 'He will be rich.')

The contents of this paper should not be interpreted as meaning that there is
no kind of patterning worth mentioning for stem forms in regard to contexts of oc
currence. I believe there is, but its nature will be revealed primarily through varia
tion research. Quantitiative studies of the distribution of stem and other verb
forms may reveal a directional shift of the stem in the overall TMA system, which,
when added to the shifts that have already been noted (viz., ap becoming a future
and a subjunctive marker), will provide us with a better understanding of HC
grammar.
2.0. Non-Narrative Data
In this section, I will present observations and data illustrating and supporting
the claims made above. These data were taken from recorded conversations con
sisting of relatively short exchanges among the interlocutors. All participants are
native speakers from Port de Paix, Gonaïve, Ile de la Tortue, and Cap Haïtien.
(A) Te as anti-perfect. E.g., with motion verbs, te indicates that the state produced
by the event of arrival, viz., being at "my" place, is no longer in effect, i.e., some
NP came, went, etc. to a certain place, but NP is no longer at that place.
3) Yo te vini kote m jodi a, yo te - pè a te di pou m te telefone ou, pou m pale avèk ou.
They came to my place today, they... the priest said I should call you, I should talk to you.'
((CT131.7T); the dash indicates a pause and restart.)

The context in (3) is that the speaker is still at home, but the priest and the other
church people are no longer there. She is talking about the priest and the others
to the other interlocutors.
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Observe that that there is no reason to have te mark a pluperfect because the
immediately preceeding remarks refer to future events:
4) ... 1 ap soti nan legliz la. Legliz la   depanse lajan yo. W ap koute m?
'... it will come out of the church. The church is who will spend the money. Are you listening to
me?'

As noted above, in the case of motion verbs, te implies non-present relevance in
the sense that the state created by the event referred to (i.e., being located at the
house) is no longer in effect. To have used the stem form would have implied that
the church people were still at the speaker's home.
With non-motion predicates, though, there is not a relationship of implica
tion; te has the same effect pragmatically.
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5) A: Yo kontan ke pou yo pata ... patisipe avèk Ayisyen, epi pè a di konsa, mizik Ayisyen yo tou; li
bezwen yo tou. (CT132.7T)
They are happy to participate with Haitians; then the priest said let's have Haitians records
too; he needs them too.'
B:Bon...
'Good...'
C: Mizik sa yo i te voye cheche Ayiti a yo?
'(What about) the records he ordered from Haiti?'

Observe that speaker  could have used the stem form voye. This is not a pluper
fect context. He did not use it because he wanted to stress that the records should
have arrived by now: they should not still be on order, i.e., the state created by the
event of ordering. That resulting state SHOULD no longer be in effect. Note,
however, that this sentence, given that it does not have a motion or location predi
cate, carries no implication.
Note that in (3) the pè a te di clause has te as does the second (pou) clause;
but the third clause has no te. This provides an example of tes coming after one or
more initial tes in a sequence optionally undergoing deletion. That is, a noninitial
te in a sequence of íes may be optionally deleted. (See observation  below.) Note
also that (3) suggests that once a situation is expressed with a te clause (te vini), in
subsequent clauses temporally contiguous or simultaneous situations are
optionally expressed by te also.
In the following example, the speaker is talking about a historical situation,
one which no longer exists.
6) Yo te toujou kondane Ayiti paske Ayiti se te premye repiblik nwa... Yo te toujou kondane
Ayiti pou sa. Yo te toujou we nou kom oun kat make. (CT10.3C)
They always condemned Haiti because Haiti was the first black republic.... They always
condemned Haiti for that. They always saw us as a marked card.'

Haiti is no longer the first and ONLY black republic, which is the sense of the
passage. It is also no longer seen as a "marked card," a country to keep an eye on
because of any ideas its revolution might give enslaved blacks and colonized
peoples elsewhere. In this case, te appears in all the clauses in the string (cf. B).
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Note additionally that the habituais in this example are not marked with the nonpunctual marker ap (e.g. yo te toujou ).
(B) After an initial te-clause, tes may be optionally deleted (see (3)).
(C) Zero can express habitual aspect. Ap is not required in either present or past
habitual contexts. (See (5) and the examples in the narrative text.)
Note also that the non-punctual marker ap is not required in HC for anterior
habituais either (see (5)).
(D) Stem forms may occur in pluperfect (past-before-past) contexts. However, plu
perfect contexts do not require te. This holds for independent and dependent
clauses.
7)... ayè Tina fè ou manje, epi i kite moso vyann pou mwen, epi le m vini m we jan i kuit li a, i gen
enpè san ladan, epi m refri li. Manmzel fache avè m. (CT36.3A).
'... yesterday Tina made a meal, and then she separated a piece of meat for me, and then when I
arrived home I saw how she had cooked it; it had a bit of blood in it, and then I refried it.
Mademoiselle got mad at me.'
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Here, note that the cooking took place before his seeing how it was cooked, ex
pressed in the noun complement clause.
3.0. Narrative Data
In this section, I will analyze a text which has been processed for the examina
tion of discourse phenomena. My aim is to determine what light can be shed on
the semantics and pragmatics of stem and te forms in narrative discourse. This
analysis takes as a starting point Givon's (1982) analysis of Hawaiian Creole Eng
lish (HCE) discourse. He concluded that the pattern for HCE should hold for
other creóle languages with "classic" preverbal marker systems. That pattern has
stem forms in foregrounded, narrative backbone clauses, while the preverbal mar
kers are limited to background clauses.
The text below comprises narratives from a conversation of four native speak
ers of HC from Port-au-Prince. The conversation was tape-recorded in 1985 and
transcribed by one of the participants who served as a field worker under my di
rection. All of the speakers had lived in Port-au-Prince until adulthood; only one
was visiting the U.S.
Each line of text is accompanied by four lines of explanatory material. The
lines are ordered as follows: line (a) - discourse notes, (b) - notes on meaning,
(c) - HC (in the IPN, official orthography), (d) - morpheme-by-morpheme gloss,
and (e) - free translation. No effort has been made to standardize spelling. The
orthography was used to obtain a somewhat narrow transcription. Spaces are left
between all morphemes except in the case of certain idioms, which are hyphen
ated.
Observe that the main narrative of the principal speaker is broken in places
by comments from the others. On line a, the clausal verb immediately following
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the TMA marker position is numbered (i.e., F plus the number) if the clause is
foregrounded. "F"s in the passage mark the predicates of those clauses or
sentences that are FOREGROUNDED; these are chronologically ordered and
express events. Dependent clauses and conditional sentences are in parentheses.
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HC Narrative Text
Section 1
(BT 58.5)
la)
b)
c) Ρ:
d)
e)
2a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
3a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
4a)
b)
c) B:
d)
e)
5a)
b)
c) M:
d)
e)
6a)
b)
c) P:
d)
e)
7a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Fl
PRES
PST
Οο! M kwè
(m pati
vandredi, swa
jèdi
ou
INT lsg believe lsg leave Friday be-it Thursday or
Oh! I believe I left Friday, maybe Thursday or
F2
PST
vandredi). Samdi
m al lopital. (Sa 
pase),
mwen-menm,
Friday/
Saturday lsg go hospital/ that REL happen lsg-self
Friday. Saturday I went to the hospital. What happened was, myself,
F3
mwen rive...
lsg
arrive
I arrived...

Pati... Ayiti w al lopital
Ian [sic]?
leave/ Haiti 2sg go hospital DET
You left ... You went to the hospital in Haiti?

Non.
No
No.
EXP1
Non, isi.
(Pandan m nan prizon an,)
No
here/ During lsg in prison DET
No, here. While I was in the prison, I found...
RESTART LB1

LB1
mwen jwenn...
lsg
find

PST HAB
Se
te
menm pwoblèm sa
yo (k
te
genyen). (Kom si si gen
COP ANT same problem DEM PL REL ANT have/
as
if if have
There had been the same problems (the same problems had kept reoccurring). Like, if
there were
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8a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
9a)

ELABl
PST HAB
dis nèg Latibonit, dis nèg sa
a
fè
pati
ten guy Artibonite ten guy DEM DET make party
ten guys from Artibonite, those ten guys would form an Artibonite
ELABla

c)
d)
e)
10a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
11a)

Latibonit). Yo dis nèg pa
yo a.
(Si youn
Artibonite/ 3pl ten guy POSS 3sg DET/ if one
group. They would be their own ten-guy group. If one had

b

gen
have
ELAB2

kont avèk on
nèg (ki
soti
nan
Sud), egal se
hassle with DET guy REL come from South then COP
a hassle with somebody who comes from the South, then it was

>

c)
d)
e)

tout nèg Latibonit yo
(ki
gen kont a [sic] nèg la) ).
all guy Artibonite DET
REL have hassle with guy DET/
all the Artibonite guys who had a hassle with the guy.

Note first the discourse structure of Section 1 in Table 1:
Table 1: Discourse Structure of Section 1.
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F1
F2
F3
EXP1 (eliptical sentence)
LB1
RESTART LB1 te (COP PST/PLP)
ELABl zero (active PST HAB)
ELABla zero (predicate NP PST HAB)
ELAB2 zero (COP PST HAB)
N:l. Where there is no verb form information, the verb
is active, stem form, PST PFV
2. The copulae occur in cleft contructions
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LEGEND
INTR
Introduction
F
Foregrounded constituent
EXP
Explanatory constituent
LB
Look-back
RESTART
Restart of the constituent noted
ELAB
Elaborative constituent
PFV
Perfective
PLP
Pluperfect
PST
Past
HAB
Habitual
COP
Copula
N: Background material is indented to the right of the
material it comments on.

Table 1 captures the hierarchical structure of Section 1. (Observe that all sen
tences not foregrounded are considered background, of which there are several
types.) We see that there are elaborations of elaborations, elaborations of fore
grounded material, etc. ELABORATIONS add amplifying details to what has
already been said. EXPLANATIONS provide reasons and clarification. LOOK
BACKS break the chronological sequence sustained by the foregound material;
they refer to a time before the in-sequence events. Observe that ELAB la elabor
ates the nature of the group already mentioned.
Even LBs are somewhat complicated. LB1 looks back to the period of
imprisonment, specifically, back to its beginning; but the LB also covers that part
of imprisonment after the hospital visit. So, in a sense, it looks back and forward.
EXP1 could of course be considered not part of the narrative since it is in
answer to another speaker's question. But, that question itself pertains directly to
the narrative and its structure; consequently, it would be difficult not to consider it
as clearly integrated into the narrative.4
First, we may examine data in this text related to the claims stemming from
the examination of non-narrative data. In lines 6 and 7, a look-back is started,
dropped, and then restarted. The first start is with a stem form; the restart has tes,
which are more appropriate since the speaker is still in the U.S. (what isi on line 6
refers to), but he is not in prison. (The prison may have been specifically a
detention camp or jail.) In the remainder of this passage, the tes do not appear.
It should also be noted that speaker Ρ begins his tale earlier with:
8) Monchè, se pwoblèm nan; m te rive nan prizon
'My friend, it's the same problem everywhere; when I arrived in prison....'

He is setting up the "world" of the story. His arrival in prison is not prior to any
thing relevant to the conversation, which has been about Haitians' tendency to
break up into regional factions in the U.S. rather than uniting as Haitians. The
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speaker here is simply taking his turn to begin his own story, so te cannot be inter
preted contextually as a pluperfect. Te removes his arrival in prison from the
sphere of the present: he is no longer in prison. Note also that there are stem
forms in lines 1-3 (pati, al, and rive). These verbs can be taken as having under
gone optional te-deletion since the m terivein 8 has already set up the story.
First, all of the foregrounded predicates are in the stem form, and they are
past events. However, so are three out of five background constituents, i.e. all ma
terial that is not foregrounded. The two non-zero forms are RE-START LB1,
which has te and can be interpreted either as a past or a pluperfect, and the eliptical sentence EXP1. The two non-zero forms are RE-START LB1, which has te
and can be interpreted either as a past or a pluperfect, and the eliptical sentence
EXP1. Observe that RESTART LB1 is glossed somewhat arbitrarily as a pluper
fect. If RESTART LB1 is interpreted as a past, the temporal context would be the
time the speaker was in prison; if interpreted as a pluperfect, the temporal context
would be the period from arrival in prison to the point of going to the hospital.
Section 1 shows another example of a past tense stative verb in the zero form
(gen, line 7). Notice also the past habitual fè, line 8, which has no non-punctual
marker.5
Section 2
(BT 60.2)
12a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
13a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
14a)
b

>

c)
d)
e)
15a)
b

Monchè,
pou wè, on
nèg (ki
pa
kapab...) Li pa
my-friend for see DET guy REL NEG able
3sg NEG
Man, it was something to see, a guy who couldn't... he
INTR
ELAB1
STAT PST
kapab relé, li
pa
kab al nan telefonn (pou
1
able call 3sg NEG able go to telephone COMP 3sg
couldn't call, he couldn't go to the telephone to call
F4
rele on
moun), epi 1
bay on
call DET person and 3sg give DET
somebody and he gave a guy ten cents

nèg dis köb
guy ten cent

>

c)
d)
e)
16a)
b)
c) B:
d)
e)

(pou
fè
kol la
COMP make call DET
to make the call for him.

pou li).
for 3sg/

Ya.
INT
I see/OK/ ah
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17a)
b)
c) O: Nèg la
menm rele ...
d)
guy DET self
call
e)
So the guy made the call.
( 61)
18a)
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b)

c) M: Ki sa 
fè
1
pa
kab rele a ? 6
d)
WH that REL make 3sg NEG able call DET/
e)
Why couldn't he make the call?
19a)
EXP1
b)
c) P: Li pa
konn (koman (pou
1
rele)).
d)
3sg NEG know how
COMP 3sg call/
e)
He didn't know how to call.
20a)
b)
c) Μ: Ο ... en-en
d)
INT INT
e)
I see
21a)
b)
c) P: (Konnye a
la
a,
le
nèg la
al fè
kol la
pou
d)
now
DET there DET when guy DET go make call DET for
e)
At that point, when the guy went to make the call for
22a)
b)
c)
li, epi moun
nan
(li te
bezwen nan kay
la)), 1
pa
d)
3sg and person DET
3sgANT need
in house DET 3sg NEG
e)
him; and, the person he wanted in the house, he didn't
23a)
F5
LB1
b)
PLP
c)
jwenn moun nan
nan kay
la
e
yo gentan reponn
d)
find
person DET at house DET and 3pl already answer
e) find him in the house; and they had already told
24a)
F6
b)
c)
misye (ke
moun nan
pa
la),
egal
li
kontinye pale
d)
guy
COMP person DET NEG there nevertheless 3sg continue talk
e)
him that the person wasn't there; nevertheless, he kept talking
(BT 62)
25a)
b)
c)
avèk lot
moun (li jwenn nan). Egal, nèg la
(k
te
d)
with other person 3sgfind
DET/ so
guy DET
REL ANT
e)
with the person who had answered. So, the guy who had had
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26a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
27a)
c)
d)
e)
28a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
29a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
30a)

271

F7
bay
fè
kól la),
li
pa
pale li
menm. (Konny
have make call DET 3sg NEG talk 3sg self/
now
the call made, he didn't talk himself, so
F8

a
DET

lè
misye fin pale), li
di misye (se
pou
misye
when guy finish talk
3sg say guy
COP MOD guy
when the guy finished talking, he told the guyj hej had to
F9
remet li
dis kob li). Misye di: "Monchè, m
return 3sg ten cent 3sg/ guy
say man
lsg
return him his ten cents. The guy said, "Man, I

pa
ka remet ou dis kob ou. Ou ban (m fè
NEG able return 2sg ten cent 2sg/ 2sg have lsg make
can't give you back your ten cents. You had me make
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b)

c)
d)
e)
31a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
(BT 63)
32a)

oun kól pou ou, ). (M te
met
pa
jwenn moun
one call for 2sg OK/
lsg ANT MOD NEG find person
a call for you, OK. Even if I didn't find the
nan... M pa
jwenn moun nan, egal, (depi yo te
DET lsg NEG find person DET so
after 3pl ANT
person ... I didn't find him, so, after they picked

b)

c)
d)
e)
33a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
34a)
b

reponn mwen), dis köb la
t
answer lsg
ten cent DET ANT
up, the ten cents would be lost." And so
F10

ap
pèdi," baay
NPCT lose
thing

konsa). Misye di: "Non, ou pa
t
dwè pale menm
like-that guy
say no
2sg NEG ANT MOD talk even
it was. The other guy said, "No, you shouldn't have even

)

c)
d)
e)

dutou. Egal, ou pale, se
pou
ou remet mwen dis
at-all/ so
2sg talk
COP MOD 2sg return lsg
ten
talked at all. So, you talked, you have to give me back
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35a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

kób mwen."
cent lsg/
my ten cents.

Table 2: Discourse Structure of Section 2.

Copyright © 1992. John Benjamins Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

INTR zero stative PST
ELAB1 zero stative PST
F4
F5
LB1 zero active PLP
F6
F7
F8
F9
 zero stative PRES

 te, (depi te active PLP) t  active COND IND PFV
 (Incorporated into the sentence above)
FIO
 te stative PST

 zero COP (stative) PRES
N:l. Where there is no verb form information, the verb is
active, stem form, PST PFV
LEGEND
COND
IND
COMP
N:


Conditional
Indicative
Complementizer

Background material is indented to the right of the
material it comments on.
Background clause, not subclassified

In Section 2,7 the foregrounded clauses have past perfective active predicates,
as Givón's claims would lead us to expect. The background material in the IN
TRODUCTION introduces a new participant into the narration, and this is a
common role of background material. It refers, as Hopper (1979:217) put it, to a
"State ... necessary for understanding motives, attitudes, etc." A very interesting
trait of this, as well as many other background clauses, is that it has a stem form
verb which has been associated with foreground clauses. However, these back
ground zero verb forms are generally Stative and not active past perfective as are
foregrounded clauses.
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Indeed, out of ten background clauses (the two clauses of the conditional sen
tences are considered as one), eight have stem form verbs (including the modal
copula construction se pou, which can take a TMA marker, e.g., se te pou. Three of
the eight stem forms are active past perfective, the type of verb form associated
with foreground clauses.
The generalizations that surface in looking at Sections 1 and 2 as well as other
portions of the text are that (1) HC background clauses tend to have stem form
predicates (whether they are Stative or active), and (2) When non-stem forms do
occur, they occur in background clauses.
LB1 (line 23) has a verb (reponn 'answer, respond') which is pluperfect, refer
ring back to the time of F5; but the verb does not carry the anterior marker te, as
one might expect in a lookback and especially with an adverb such as gentan. Te
and gentan 'already' do co-occur in HC, but not in this instance. Perhaps the
presence of gentan makes te less necessary. What Bickerton has observed for
Guyanese Creole English may apply to HC also: the anterior marker sometimes
does not occur when an adverbial present elsewhere in the clause would make it
redundant. Of course, in view of the claims advanced in this paper, no explanation
is necessary: te does not function to mark pluperfect tense with active verbs
(which, of course, is not to say it does not appear in pluperfect contexts); it has the
functions discussed above.
The HC non-punctual marker rarely occurs in narratives, and when it does it
is typically in combination with te. Givón (1982) notes that the HC non-punctual
marker typically describes habitual or short-term states (i.e. continuous, Comrie
1976) which form the temporal and explanatory frame for main events. Of course,
there is no need in such cases for the HC non-punctual8 marker to appear (al
though it may help for clarification) since stem forms, both active and stative, can
express all non-punctual notions.
Now we may address more explicitly the claims made above in considering
non-narrative data. Two of the íes that do occur (in lines 22 and 25) do so in what
are clearly pluperfect contexts. This is in line with those claims, viz., that neither
active nor stative predicates in pluperfects contexts require marking with ie; how
ever, te does serve to clarify by temporally structuring a communication. For one
thing, the íes help to differentiate the referents of the various NPs; otherwise the
rather long succession of lis and nègs could be confusing.
The same applies to a third te in line 33 (ou pa t dwe...). Since the two
individuals are arguing, the te helps clarify that the speaker is not trying to end the
argument by getting the accused to be quiet, viz. by saying ou pa dwe pale 'you
shouldn't talk ...' Rather, the speaker makes his basic point about the inappropriateness of conversing with someone other than the person asked for.
The remaining íes occur in types of conditional constructions, which as a
group behave distinctively with regard to preverbal markers and require a separ-
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ate analysis. In any case, the conditionals, taken on face value, provide no counterevidence to claims presented here.
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4.0. Conclusion
In this article, I have claimed that HC te is an anti-perfect marker. This term
as defined certainly captures the most important aspects of its use. There is, how
ever, another question which can be raised in light of Bickerton's analyses of cre
le TMA systems: namely, whether te, which he has characterized as an anterior
marker, is indeed such, or whether it might more appropriately be labeled as a
past tense marker. This question is particularly relevant in view of Bickerton's
labeling of te as an anterior marker on the belief that it basically marks stative
predicates as past tense and active ones as pluperfect.
While I believe that the question is well motivated, especially in view of the
current state of TMA typology, it is essential to make fully explicit that the notion
anti-perfect captures what te is about semantically better than either the notion of
pastness or that of anteriority. In other words, there is only a problem because the
notion of anti-perfectness is not part of the inventory of tense notions and terms
that we talk about. The issue, then, is not one of whether te should be labeled a
past or an anterior, but of whether the term anti-perfect, with the notional content
discussed in this article, should be added to that inventory of tense notions from
which we draw in analyzing the world's languages. That this notion best captures
the facts of HC ie, better than either past or anterior, is sufficient reason for
answering that it should.
NOTES
1. The research presented here was supported in part by grants from the University of California,
Santa Cruz, and the Professional Staff Congress of The City University of New York. I wish to give
special thanks to those who served as language consultants.
2. This term is used for cross-creole identification purposes, following Bickerton's terminology in
his work on creole TMA systems.
3. One does find, however, sentences such as M di ou se vre Ί tell/am telling you it's true'. This
example has what I will term a "performance" verb. These are exceptions to the progressive context
generalizations. Performance contexts are those in which the verb uttered expresses what is being
performed or done simultaneously. Observe that we have performance verbs in English too, some
times in the Simple Present form, which would normally express habituality. In performance con
texts, however, the Simple Present marks progressivity or "ongoingness."
4. It would be socially unrealistic to require that narratives, as a genre, be uninterruptible. No
doubt there are subtypes of narrative which indeed tend to be uninterruptible, but certainly not all.
All types of narrative deserve attention.
5. Givón and others have stated the very strong tendency of foregrounded material to be in main
clauses, but consider Fl. Not belief, but leaving Friday is the situation at issue; and that situation is
expressed by a predicate complement, the clausal complement of the verb kwè 'believe'. Presumably,
any dependent foreground clauses would be clausal complements of cognition and communication
predicates since they tend to show many main clause traits (Green 1976).
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6. Strictly speaking, this sentence has a relative clause, but this is the normal syntax for questions
of this type.
7. The text is broken up into two sections only to facilitate discussion.
8. Non-punctual in this context is used to identify one of the three preverbal markers in a crosscreole context, not to characterize its semantics. Remember that the "non-punctual" marker also
marks future tense; when doing so, it does not imply non-punctuality.
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